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MENNONITE CHURCH CANADA  1 
JOINT COUNCIL MEETING  2 

 September 26, 2020  3 
ZOOM  4 

Session 1  (11:00 AM – 12:15 Noon CST) 5 
Session 2 (12:45 pm – 4:00  PM CST) 6 

Meeting Minutes   7 
  8 
Joint Council Present: Calvin Quan (Moderator), Geraldine Balzer (Assistant Moderator), Allan Hiebert 9 
(Secretary/Treasurer), Terry Stefaniuk (Moderator MCSK), Gerald Gerbrandt (Moderator MCM), Andrea 10 
De Avila (MCM), Brenda Tiessen-Wiens (Moderator MCA), Margaret Kruger Harder (MCA), Gerry Grunau 11 
(Moderator MCBC), Betty Loewen (MCBC), Arli Klassen (Moderator, MCEC), Ly Vang (MCEC) Henry Funk 12 
(MCSK) 13 
Staff Present: Tim Wiebe Neufeld (MCA), Rick Neufeld (MCM), Leah Reesor-Keller (MCEC), Garry Janzen 14 
(MCBC), Ryan Siemens (MCSK), Doug Klassen (Executive Minister); Kathy Fast (Exec. Assistant)   15 
Regrets: Ryan Siemens was only able to attend a portion of the meeting. 16 
 17 

Session 1 18 

1) Welcome: Calvin called the meeting to order at 11:00 AM (CST). Welcomed everyone with 19 
gratefulness to God for the beautiful fall colors.  Leah was welcomed to her first  Joint Council 20 
meeting as MCEC Executive Minister. 21 
 22 

2) Opening: Betty Loewen … Holy Spirit inspires and invigorates us for our lives and our work.  23 
 24 

3) MC Canada Covenant Litany: The MC Canada Covenant Litany was read with all Joint Council and 25 
ESG members present participating.  26 
 27 

4) Agenda and Minutes  28 
a) Agenda Review -   updated some changes that were needed regarding decision vs updating.  A 29 

potential conflict of Interest was declared by Arli Klassen regarding agenda on Canadian 30 
Mennonite Publishing Services.  31 

 32 
b) MC Canada AGM Minutes, June 27, 2020. (pp 4-5 of the docket) The draft minutes of the AGM 33 

were reviewed. 34 
 35 

CONSENSUS: Joint Council recommends that the minutes of the MC Canada AGM, held June 27, 2020 36 
be presented for approval at the next large Delegate Session, currently scheduled for July, 2022. 37 
 38 

c) Joint Council June 27, 2020 (pp 6-9 of docket). The draft minutes of the June 27 meeting were 39 
reviewed. 40 
 41 

CONSENSUS: The minutes of the June 27, 2020 Joint Council meeting were approved as circulated. 42 
 43 

d) Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting of August 13, 2020 (pp 10 of docket) were 44 
presented as information. 45 
 46 

5) Regional Church moderator reports 47 
a) MCBC – Gerry Grunau 48 
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i) Gerry discussed how congregations are dealing with COVID-19 and working at staying 49 
connected. Some have re-opened following health guidelines.  ZOOM communications have 50 
been well used in congregations, including for ordination services, AGMs and DVBS. 51 

ii) Camp programs have been and continue to be cancelled. The hope is that these will be 52 
opening up next spring.     53 

iii) MCBC is in a restructuring process, aiming to be more focused on congregations. The 54 
process includes goal setting in relationships, with congregational/regional & national 55 
agendas.  56 

iv) Looking at the mechanics of fundraising and support for Witness programs, and how 57 
communication can be enhanced. 58 

v) Discussion on organizations being a confirmed advocate when speaking on particular 59 
initiatives. Questions on who’s speaking on behalf of whom regarding Organizational 60 
Advocacy Statements. 61 

vi) The nationwide agenda is not being embraced by all congregations, including 62 
grants/subscriptions to Canadian Mennonite. 63 

b) MCA – Brenda Tiessen-Wiens 64 
i) All congregations to focus their service this Sunday on MCA’s E3 theme –Encountering, 65 

Embracing, Embodying Christ in life, in community, in the world. MCA had hoped to hold a 66 
gathering of all congregations this fall to discuss this theme, but now each congregation will 67 
work at it individually. 68 

ii) Camp Valaqua did not having overnight programs this summer (due to COVID-19), but 69 
opened the cabins to family rentals. Donations to the camp program are up this year. 70 

iii) Reviewing/updating MCA’s Constitution and By-Laws. Structural changes to some of the 71 
committees, discussions on opening vision statement. 72 

iv) Various models of worship have come out of the COVID changes.  73 
v) Church donations to MCA have continued to be consistent. Due to program expenses being 74 

down, MCA may experience a surplus this year. 75 
vi) Planning a ZOOM gathering with congregations in November to establish priorities for the 76 

coming year.  77 
c) MCSK – Terry Stefaniuk 78 

i) Churches vary in their means of worship.  Andrea Enns-Gooding was ordained at Zoar 79 
Mennonite Church in Waldheim, though church will be closing next year.  Pastors are 80 
gathering to support each other. 81 

ii) The Ministries Commission working in reconciliation work and climate change discussions. 82 
iii) MCSK has 3 camps, each of which have been challenged by COVID-19. 83 
iv) Rosthern Junior High School has experienced a student enrolment increase this year. 84 
v) The Personal Care home associated with MCSK has not had any cases of COVID to date. The  85 

staff are carrying an additional workload,  but the residents seem to be doing well  86 
d) MCM – Gerald Gerbrandt 87 

i) Congregational worship includes a wide range of ways of worshiping together and 88 
connecting.  They continue to experiment and find ways to worship. Due to an increasing 89 
number of cases, meeting size restrictions are once again in place in Winnipeg. 90 

ii) 3 congregations have closed or merged. Riverton (Indigenous congregation) has closed. 91 
Crystal City and Mather are merging to become a new congregation - Prairie Mennonite 92 
Fellowship. 93 

iii) A sub-committee was formed to review governance in order to increase volunteer & 94 
committee involvement.  There are two committees that are not in the board, but act in 95 
advisory roles to Camping Ministry and Conference Pastor. 96 
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iv) Congregational giving somewhat down. 97 
v) The closure of the camp programs is causing major financial stress.  Losses for the camping 98 

program will be well over $100,000. Summer camping program largely stopped, with a few 99 
day camps, pop-up camps, and modest rental program. 100 

vi) Transition in Executive Minister position – Ken Warkentin finished in June, Rick Neufeld as 101 
interim EM, together with Peter Rempel as interim administrator. Michael Pahl will begin as 102 
EM in January. 103 

vii) The Frohe Botschaft radio program was closed in spring.  104 
e) MCEC – Arli Klassen 105 

i) Delighted with Leah Reeser-Keller who began her role Sept 1. 106 
ii) Congregations – pastors struggling with planning, because things constantly change.  MCEC 107 

staff are also faced with the question of what actions should be taken if they learn about 108 
congregations not following COVID protocols. 109 

iii) MCEC has 3 reference councils who advise staff but do not report to the Board. The board is 110 
wondering if there is a need for changing this. 111 

iv) Struggle with helping people understand MC Canada programs and that we work together. 112 
Arli is finding that the Regional Church and MC Canada websites are not linking well. 113 

v) Revisiting priorities and how to think this through with MC Canada. 114 
vi) MCEC was wondering if the Bi-National Ministerial Misconduct policy, approved by MC 115 

Canada, also needed to be approved by each Regional Church. Also, if a misconduct 116 
investigation was initiated before the new policy was approved, do you follow the new 117 
policy or the old policy?  118 

vii) Finances – MCEC schools and camps are separate organizations, thus MCEC’s finances were 119 
not impacted by their COVID closures.  Revenue is a little lower than budget, but so are 120 
expenses.  There is some concern as to what will happen as we near the end of year. 121 

f) Discussion: Request for MCEC to share learnings re: handling of misconduct cases with other 122 
Regional Churches. Need to determine practices on reporting and documentation which aren’t 123 
in the policy. 124 
 125 

ACTION: Request for ESG to review policies and their use across the regions, and whether each 126 
Regional Church needs to separately approve all policies. 127 

 128 
6) Executive Minister’s Report (pp 11-12 of docket) 129 

a) Doug highlighted the following from his report: 130 

i) Governance and policies being worked on over summer months, including lease agreements 131 

ii) One of his challenges is showing that there is life in MC Canada when travel and face-to-face 132 

visits are not allowed or safe. Another challenge is working with part-time and dispersed 133 

staff, and finding only one morning in the week when all are available.  134 

iii) MDS is offer of “COVID Response” funding to congregations, which  is not being tapped into. 135 

Consider encouraging congregations in your regions to apply. 136 

iv) MennoMedia and CommonWord: The relationship between MennoMedia (a publisher that 137 

reports to both MC Canada and MC USA) and CommonWord is having difficulties. 138 

MennoMedia is setting up a new website to sell directly to Canadians, but there are 139 

concerns about the user experience with shipping and brokerage costs. CommonWord may 140 

also lose revenue that it currently has by selling Herald Press books. Doug is working to 141 

develop a robust MOU between MennoMedia and CommonWord.  142 
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v) We are working to collect stories of congregational ‘happenings’ and community work to 143 

share more broadly. Hoping to develop a set of PodCasts that would be available for 144 

download. 145 

b) Discussion: Doug has concern about a governance issue with our new structure: the lack of 146 

time/prominence for discussion of MC Canada issues at regional meetings. Joint Council 147 

sometimes talks about a getting specific items discussed at regional levels, but it is a challenge 148 

to make this happen.    149 

 150 

ACTION: Create a running list of items post JC meetings that need regional feedback prior to the next 151 

Joint Council meeting. As Regional agendas may be full, there is a request for awareness of items 152 

needing regional discussion in advance so they can be scheduled.  153 

 154 

7) Finance - led by Allan Hiebert (pp. 13-19 of docket) 155 

a) Financial Reports as of August 31, 2020 were reviewed. Financially MC Canada is doing well, 156 

with regions mostly on track with their contributions, and program expenses down as some 157 

programs cannot be run due to COVID-19. 158 

b) Church Engagement vs Donor Development – In the old MC Canada structure, the words 159 

“Church Engagement” were used, when “Donor Development” or “Fundraising” may give a 160 

better understanding of the role. When the “Church Engagement” role was moved to the 161 

Regional Church, this was perhaps not understood. The Regional Churches are encouraged to 162 

look at a donor development or fund raising role. 163 

 164 

8) Executive Committee 165 

i) The MC Canada Executive Committee consists of the Moderator, Vice-Moderator, 166 

Secretary/Treasurer and a Member-at-large.  The Member-at-Large position is elected 167 

annually by Joint Council from among the 2nd Regional Representatives, after the spring 168 

Regional Church AGM’s have occurred and the 2nd RC representatives are known. 169 

ii) Betty Loewen has been in the Member-at-large role for the past two years, and appreciation 170 

for her gifts was expressed. 171 

 172 

Consensus: Betty Loewen be affirmed for another one-year term as Member-at-Large on the 173 

Executive Committee. 174 

 175 

LUNCH BREAK 176 

 177 

Session 2:  178 

9) Geraldine Balzer gave a presentation on Diversity and intercultural awareness. Concepts discussed 179 

included racism and “unearned advantage”, how legal structures and various invisible systems 180 

create privilege based on racial profiling. How do we acknowledge unearned advantage and work 181 

toward a more equitable congregational and MC Canada relationships and structures?  182 

 183 

ACTION: Geraldine will share the PowerPoint presentation with others, forwarding to Kathy Fast for 184 

distribution. 185 

ACTION: Further attention to this issue will be given in future Joint Council meetings.  186 
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 187 

10) Facilities 188 

a) MC Canada/MCM Conference Building Lease Agreement. (pp. 20-22 of docket) 189 

i) A proposed lease agreement between MC Canada and MCM was drafted, detailing how to 190 

share the space, costs, and sublease income. 191 

ii) However, feedback on the proposed lease from the MCM board indicates that an 192 

alternative approach is required. 193 

iii) MC Canada and  MCM continue to work towards signing a new lease agreement before 194 

yearend.   195 

b) Roof/HVAC repair update. Work is behind schedule, due to a late start by the roofing company. 196 

Updated estimate of completion of project is about mid-October.  197 

c) Basement leak, sidewalk repair, landscaping and patio. (pp. 27 of docket) Water was leaking 198 

into the Conference Building basement. Work on landscaping near the building entrance 199 

appears to have stopped the leak, and also created a welcoming outdoor space for small 200 

meetings (safer during COVID pandemic).  201 

d) COVID-19 protocols. Having shared space and connecting halls to CMU, we are following their 202 

protocols on their campus, and have protocols in place for our area. CommonWord is now open 203 

to the public from 11 – 3 pm daily.  204 

e) Accessible front doors. We have an “accessible” building, but the front doors are not handicap 205 

accessible. The cost estimate is $11,000 to add opening switches and motors to our current 206 

doors.   Looking for gov’t funding. Suggestion to check with MDS as well.  207 

 208 

11) Communications 209 

a) Website update. 210 

i) Contract with Barefoot Creative is coming to an end 211 

ii) Feedback on current websites indicates a need to increase visibility of the links between 212 

regional and national church websites. 213 

iii) $125,000 was budgeted for website construction, $39,000 remaining for ongoing design. A 214 

contract for the next year is being looked at by ESG this next week. 215 

iv) Regarding the pilot project of moving member congregations to the Barefoot Creative 216 

platform, currently approx. half of the 22 pilot churches are live on the new platform.  217 

  218 

b) Covenant renewal with Canadian Mennonite Publishing Services (CMPS) (pp. 28-30 of docket) 219 

i) Negotiations with CMPS on the covenant renewal have encountered a few sticking points 220 

with ESG wishing to be more involved in vision/direction or setting benchmarks for the 221 

publication. 222 

ii) Discussion:  223 

(1) Concern was expressed that if ESG/JC becomes too controlling the relationship, CMPS 224 

will lose its ability to function. 225 

(2) Several spoke in favour of continuing the partnership with CM/CMPS as a covenant, 226 

building trust and allowing freedom for CM/CMPS to continue setting the vision of the 227 

publication. 228 

(3) There was openness to ESG/JC being part of the vision setting and participating in 229 

brainstorming sessions with CM/CMPS. 230 
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(4) Widespread pushback was expressed against the idea in the meeting docket that ESG/JC 231 

set benchmarks for CM to meet. 232 

(5) In response to the question of how our publications can better reflect the intercultural 233 

diversity of MC Canada, it was suggested to task the regional communicators with this 234 

goal as well.  235 

(6) Importance of keeping communication lines open, including providing feedback to 236 

CMPS board members on how CMPS is helping fulfill MC Canada’s vision of growing and 237 

resourcing the church and forming leaders. 238 

(7) MC Canada is working on a larger communication strategy, which includes getting info 239 

out to partner groups we work with.  240 

 241 

ACTION: Conversations with CMPS to continue, working towards covenant for review by Joint 242 

Council at the Oct 31 meeting. 243 

 244 

12) Witness 245 

a) Ministry Initiative Guidelines update: We are requesting input from ministry partners and plan 246 

to have an updated version for review at the next JC meeting. Both International and nation-247 

wide initiatives are to be considered. 248 

b) Bethlehem Bible College proposal: (pp. 31-33 of docket) 249 

i) As previously decided international witness proposals are decided by ESG, but JC approval is 250 

requested when there is  a) significant financial implications b) if theological or political 251 

sensitivity, c) history of impropriety   d) vested or conflict of interest. 252 

ii) The proposal in the docket has been received back from Bethlehem Bible College with some 253 

minor suggested changes. The proposal shows support and standing with the Christian 254 

community, which is appreciated. The proposal 255 

iii) Comment: Saddened that there was no conversation with the schools that relate to MC 256 

Canada, desire to see more content, and support conversations with schools to broaden 257 

evangelical scope. 258 

iv) Comment: that MC Canada EM be the signatory, instead of Director of International 259 

Witness.  260 

 261 

Consensus: Joint Council indicated support for the proposal, with minor tweaks – signatories change 262 

and indicating more involvement with the schools. 263 

 264 

c) Vision for Anabaptist Education Coordinator in Asia (pp, 34-37 of docket) 265 

i) Mennonite Central Committee has ended its involvement in Mennonite Partners in China, 266 

which changes the dynamics dramatically. 267 

ii) Jeanette wrote the “Vision for Anabaptist Education Coordinator in Asia” paper which has 268 

been highly accepted by the partners in the area. They suggested Meryl Byler as the 269 

coordinator. This proposal seeks to fulfill the long-standing request for Anabaptist 270 

education. 271 

iii) Discussion: 272 

(1) challenge of the language barriers 273 

(2) collaboration that also invites other countries such as India and Indonesia 274 
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(3) clarifying Anabaptist education (vs Mennonite) to be open more broadly, expanding 275 

beyond current groups. 276 

(4) Support for Meryl Byler as the key person to run with this program. 277 

(5) New funding is not required, as the amount required is about equal to MC Canada’s 278 

current budget for Mennonite Partners in China. 279 

(6) Importance of clarifying changes within MPC.  280 

d) China Anabaptist Centre proposal (pp. 38-44 of docket) 281 

i) Funding for the proposal would be from the Witness Donations and Bequest Fund (not the 282 

Missional Initiatives Fund as indicated in the circulated proposal). 283 

ii) George and Tobia Veith are nearing retirement.  Ability to get replacement becoming more 284 

challenging. A 5 year decreasing funding window will help with getting local people to get 285 

established. 286 

iii) China expanding their reach around the world.  Thus, if we can influence the shape of 287 

Christian faith in China - desire for mutual learning which is built in with exchanges. 288 

iv) Discussion: 289 

(1) Recommendation of using Witness Donations and Bequest Fund is supported 290 

(2) Acknowledgement of importance of mutually transforming relationships. 291 

(3) The proposal includes faith that resonates with Asian history of persecution.  292 

(4) Encouragement to highlight the proposal and get this news out. 293 

(5) Process would be Jeannette to talk to MC Canada Communications officer to create a 294 

press release which then goes out to regional communicators. 295 

 296 

Consensus: Approval of proposal as circulated, except funding would be from the Witness Donations 297 

and Bequest Fund.   298 

 299 

13) Study Conference – Table Talk: Does the Church still have legs? – October 24 300 

a) Planning Update.  301 

i) The presentations used in the sessions have been pre-recorded. 302 

ii) Currently working with schools to identify profs who can host the breakout groups for two 303 

15 minute slots. 304 

iii) Two of the videos will be released two weeks prior to the workshop for pre-viewing. Two 305 

will be released on the day of the conference. 306 

iv) Topic is nature/identity/essence of the church, and what is key to carry us forward with all 307 

the changes occurring in the world. 308 

v) Original plan was for small groups in each of the areas. This may still be possible in some 309 

regions, dependent on COVID rules.  310 

b) Encouraging attendance/regional registration and regional follow up. Registration is still low.   311 

Encourage people in your regions to attend, and get registration in.    312 

 313 

14) Next meetings: 314 

a) October 31, ZOOM   315 

b) Dec 5th Potential Meeting depending on agenda, ZOOM 316 

c) January 30, 2021 – Winter meeting, ZOOM   317 

 318 
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15) Closing led by Allan Hiebert. Allan reflected on the Mathew 6:25-35 passage, what can be learned by 319 

literally considering “the lilies of the field”, the role of a board in long term planning, and the 320 

balance between “do not worry about tomorrow” and  “striving for the Kingdom of God?”  321 

 322 

16) In-camera session 323 

 324 

17) Adjournment at 4:00 pm Central. 325 


